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samsung has recently launched their galaxy note 3 for the chinese market.
the handset is now available in china and we have managed to get our hands

on it. the device sports a 5.7″ qhd display along with a 2.5 ghz quad-core
snapdragon 801 chipset, 3 gb ram and a 32 gb expandable storage. there is
also a 4g version of the note 3 with a snapdragon 800 cpu and 3 gb ram on

board. there are also two variants of the device, one of which is 32 gb
storage and the other one is 64 gb storage. the device comes with a 3,000
mah battery, 8 mp camera, a 2,700 mah battery and a fingerprint scanner.

all in all, the device is a decent phone and its price is around 2,878 yuan. the
samsung galaxy note 3 is the new flagship from the company. it is rumored
that the phone will be a big success in the market. the new note 3 is much
faster than its predecessor, the note 2, thanks to a dual-core exynos 5 octa
processor. the phone also comes with the fingerprint scanner on the back.

there is also a 4 gb ram and a large 3,500 mah battery. the phone also
comes with ip68 certification for dust and water resistance. the note 3 has a
8 mp camera on the front and a 16 mp camera on the back. the phone also
has a microsd card slot to expand memory. samsung has recently rolled out

an update for its smartwatch galaxy active. the update has come up with
some great ui and performance updates. but the most interesting update is

its water sensitivity. the watch can now detect if you are swimming or having
any water-based activity. there is also a great feature for [..] on the back of
the samsung galaxy note 3, the cluster intelligent camera design is also the
religious highlight the beauty of the machine. both the camera and led flash

are all-inclusive in a plastic contour very prominent alchemist.
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samsung has announced new devices in the note line. theyre not really
anything that dramatically different from what youre used to seeing from

samsung. the screens on the devices have a higher resolution than last year,
but its not huge. the devices also have better processors and better cameras.
this device just adds yet another device in the note series, and it feels like its
adding [][] samsung has been pretty quiet about the galaxy note 4. when we
saw the first galaxy note 4 leaks, we knew that we were looking at the follow-

up to the note 3. it seems that samsung didnt want to have the note 4
immediately come out and compete with the iphone 6. thus, we saw the

galaxy note 4 being released in the u.s. several months after the iphone 6
was released. its [][] you couldnt beat the galaxy note 3 when it came to

design. the note 4 is no different. on the back, the galaxy note 4 continues to
feature a large camera on the lower left, and this time around, the phone

includes a fingerprint scanner on the rear of the device. just below the
camera is the new [][] download the firmware flash for samsung galaxy note
(china td-scdma) with the code is gt-i9228. this firmware for the region with
csc code is chn (chn - china). please make sure the code is correct. you can
check model code in setting - about, in download mode or you can find it by
flipping your phone or among the things you found in the box. this product

pda version is i9228zmbmc2 and android version is jelly bean(android 4.1.2).
this firmware size is 770.07 mb. 5ec8ef588b
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